A parallel pore and surface diffusion model for predicting the adsorption and elution profiles of lispro insulin and two impurities in gradient-elution reversed phase chromatography.
Lispro insulin (LPI), a widely used insulin analog, is produced on tons per year scale. Linear gradient reversed phase chromatography (RPC) is used in the production to separate LPI from two impurities, which differ from LPI by a single amino acid residue. A chromatography model for the ternary separation in this RPC process is unavailable from the literature. In this study, a parallel pore and surface diffusion model is developed and verified for LPI and the two impurities. The LPI can be recovered with high yield (≥95%) and high purity (>99.5%). A new method, which requires a small amount of materials and an order of magnitude fewer experiments, has been developed to estimate the solvent-modulated isotherm parameters. A modified reversed phase modulator model is developed to correlate the adsorption isotherms of LPI and impurities. A strategy has been developed for estimating the intrinsic pore diffusivity and surface diffusivity. Since the adsorption affinities decrease by more than three orders of magnitude as organic fraction (φ) increases from 0.19 to 0.40, the apparent diffusivities based on a pore diffusion model or a surface diffusion model can also vary by several orders of magnitude. For this reason, a pore diffusion model or a surface diffusion model with a constant apparent diffusivity cannot predict closely the chromatograms over the same range of organic fractions, concentrations, and loadings. The parallel pore and surface diffusion model with constant diffusivities can predict closely the frontal and elution profiles over a wide range of organic fractions (0.19-0.40), LPI concentrations (0.05-18 g/L), linear velocities (<10 cm/min), and loading volume (0.0004-13 CV). For large loading stepwise and linear gradient elution, the peaks of LPI and the impurities are strongly focused by self-sharpening and gradient focusing effects as a result of the steep decrease of adsorption affinity from the loading φ (0.19) to elution φ (≥0.27). When the ratio of diffusion rate to convection rate is greater than 10, spreading due to diffusion is largely compensated by the focusing effects. As a result, a pore diffusion model with a constant pore diffusivity can predict closely the elution profiles in stepwise and linear gradient elution. The experimental yield values (≥95%) can be predicted to within ±1% by the model.